Children terrorists, children in dangerous or dangerous?
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Problem: Having grown up within the armed terrorist groups, their only references are those warriors who call themselves mujahidin against the “taghout” here is the unique model of life they know; A life of a fugitive, wild where terror reigns. It is in this perspective that we try to think of a criminological point of view the following problem: Your little assess their dangerousness? They are predisposed to adapt to civilian life? How can we accompany? Are they children in danger or dangerous? What treatment is best suited to their situation?

Introduction: They are often treated as children of terrorists, suicide bombers, or “bad seed”. This systematic stigmatization excluded from the civil society. Besides these children are primarily seen as “the girl’s son, or sister” they are recognized through their terrorist father treated as such, whether or not repented not to their own person. This societal phenomenon can only fuel the cycle of violence (“Violence creates violence”).

Their predisposition to victim genes factors (age, physical or mental vulnerability, etc.) while they undergo the hatred of former victims of terrorism, and must pay somehow the price of impunity for crimes of their parents they are not responsible.
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